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The Ethical Aspect of Disease: 
Poe's "Morella" and Life 
Pei-yun Chen 
Department of English 
Tamkang University, Taiwan 
Abstract 
Edgar Allan Poe's obsession with the morbid and the death of beautiful 
women not only serves as the embodiment of the sources of melancholy, but 
also functions as the embodiment of the beautiful. Readings of Poe's terror 
tales commonly emphasize the beauty that is beyond the realms of ordinary 
life and even human perception. These readings constitute what I call aesthetic 
readings of Poe's works. This paper attempts to develop an alternative reading 
of Poe, which involves the ethical aspect of disease and the notion of life. I 
argue that many of Poe's readers, however impressive their readings may be, 
understand "disease" in a negative way and hence might overlook the insights 
within Poe's tales. While aesthetic readings celebrate Poe's dark, destructive, 
morbid, and even nihilist style, an ethical reading of Poe intends to illustrate 
that disease can "liberate" an individual through the "transmutation of values" 
and leads to the affmnation o皿fe. Life, in this sense, refers not to a particular 
individual life, but to that which is never completely specified and always 
indefinite. The tale "Morella" depicts a return to life—but that which returns 
is difference instead of identity, and that which returns brings a new mode of 
living. This new mode of living requires people to know life as such 
differently, to know what is in oneself as more-than-individual, to activtly 
engage with vitality, and to eventually realize that life is impersonal and 
indefinite. 
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Repetition and Apprenticeship in Orban Pamuk's 
The Black Book 
Pei-yun Chen 
Associate Professor, Department of English 
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Abstract 
Written in the form of a quest novel with mysterious and paradoxical traits, The 
Black Book is widely categorized as "postmodern fiction." However, unlike most 
postmodern novels which thwart every attempt to search for meaning and self-knowledge, 
The Black Book does not dismiss the protagonist's detection as a total failure. In the 
search for his disappeared wife and cousin Celal, Galip, the protagonist, rereads the 
old columns and at the end of the story he retells the ancient tales. In his rereading and 
retelling of the story he becomes someone else, and in his becoming someone else he 
finds a way to be himself. Taking Gilles Deleuze's notions of repetition and appren-
ticeship, in this paper I argue that repetition in this story is not simply a postmodern 
device to confuse readers or to create illusionary effects, but a thread weaving Galip's 
apprenticeship, that is, a continuous process of learning. In Deleuze's sense, repetition 
must be understood in terms of relation, and The Black Book illustrates exactly how 
repetition signifies relations between individuals. In repeating Celal's every step, 
Galip transforms and changes himself, and each change actualizes a relation between 
the knowing subject and the known individual. 
Keywords: The Black Book, Gilles Deleuze, difference and repetition, apprenticeship, 
double, becoming 
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今思潮正經歷的「空間轉向」 (spatial turn) 。翻譯研究中的空
間轉向如果可能，我們必須同時考量兩個層面：在微觀層面
* 淡江大學英文學系副教授。
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翻譯中的差異與空間概念 95 
